
A_Call
Augustenborg_Project is a newly initiated innovative art, food and creator’s space 
comprising Augustenborg_Art_Project, Augustenborg_Food_Project and Augustenborg_ 
Work_Project. Augustenborg_Art_Project is a 1000 sq.m. art space and Artist-In-
Residencee programme situated in a former 1932 psychiatric hospital, nestled between 
the historical sites of Augustenborg Castle and Augustiana Kunsthal, between Hamburg 
and Copenhagen. 
   
A_Art_Project hosts contemporary art exhibitions and events, and welcomes artists in 
residency. Inspired by its history and the ever-evolving question of what is considered to 
be outside the norm of normality by the general public and established society - this space 
aims to give room to those who are not part of, or challenge, the current establishment and 
division of practices within the art world.  

The ethos of all three areas of Augustenborg_Project is to invigorate and challenge. We 
aim to create a melting pot of artists and art enthusiasts with breathing room for 
innovation, boldness and experimentation. No project is too bold, no idea too crazy. 

augustenborgproject.com
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Sustainability_ 
We invite artists to apply to participate in a curated group exhibition in Summer 2022. 
The exhibition will evolve around the theme of sustainability. We will not define an 
understanding of the term, but ask that you show us what this means to you, your life and 
your profession. We urge you to be challenging and even provocative. We welcome artists 
from all over the world and of all disciplines to apply. Artists can participate with one or 
more artworks depending on idea and expression.  

Exhibition_Details 
The exhibition will run from June - September 2022. 
The works can be exhibited in our indoor exhibition space or outside in the park 
depending on preference. Please write us for details if necessary. 
The exhibition will be curated by artistic director Volinka Augustenborg along with an 
advisory board. 

We_Offer 
We offer a participation fee according to the recommendations of the Union of Danish 
Visual Artists. 
Separate contracts for commercial pieces. 
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Our_Expectations 
We expect artists to participate in the preparation and establishment of the exhibition 
(meetings, description of artwork and own practices, preparation for transport and 
collaboration on the coordination of this, installation and de-installation guidance). 

We cover transport, insurance, and, if necessary, reasonable stay and travel expenses. 

Application_Information 
We do not have a rigid application format as we wish to be inclusive of all artists. 
We ask that you send us a presentation of your work related to the theme of sustainability.  
You can include a CV or resume. You may expect a reply within one month from the 
application deadline. 

Application deadline: 20th of March 2022 

Please apply by sending email and materials to these addresses: 
art@augustenborgproject.com 
volinka@augustenborgproject.com 
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